Securing Film & Television Productions
from the ground to the cloud
Film & TV Production Security Guidelines:

- One-Page Checklist
- General Guidance Summary
- Individual Responsibility
- Helpful Websites

+ Appendices:
Building from the familiar
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Peace of mind for your intellectual property and production assets in the cloud.
To new frontiers
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Peace of mind for your intellectual property and production assets in the cloud.
It's all about people
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Single, practical, understandable, enforceable
Production Security Guidance

Peace of mind for your intellectual property and production assets in the cloud.
Film & TV Production Security Guidelines

• Search it or go to:
https://www.mesalliance.org/communities/CDSA/production-security-guidelines/
Peace of mind for your intellectual property and production assets in the cloud.

Want help to put these guidelines into action?  Give us a call.

(800)-636-0656  - luluzezza@one-simple.com  - https://one-simple.com